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I. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the recent results in ergodic theory [2, 4, 51 have been obtained by 
studying measure-preserving transformations through their effect on discrete 
partitions of the underlying measure space. Many of the tools that were deve- 
loped for this purpose are of interest for the stochastic process that arises from 
the pair consisting of the transformation and a fixed partition. In that context, 
discreteness of the partition becomes discreteness of the state space in which 
the variables of the process take their values. It seems desirable to adapt the 
new tools to processes with general state spaces. The tools for which this is 
attempted here are the d-metric, and the notion of a finitely determined process. 
The a-metric was originally defined via the partition metric. By introducing 
here the oscuZating product of two measures, the partition metric is shown to be 
applicable directly to arbitrary state spaces, and the same follows for the d-metric 
itself. 
The concept of finite determination, however, depends on the finiteness of 
the entropies of the partition. and of the transformation relative to the partition. 
When the state space is not discrete, neither entropy can be finite. 
However, inspection of the theorems that show certain processes to be finitely 
determined reveals that entropies enter always through differences of entropies. 
These differences are shown to be definable in terms of Shannon’s mutual 
information number, and the latter can be defined directly, in a way that makes it 
meaningful even when the entropies themselves are infinite. 
Here we adapt the definition of a finitely determined process to the case of 
general state spaces, and re-prove some of Ornstein’s results in this setting. 
We restrict ourselves here to results which do not require approximation by 
discrete partitions. 
Entropy is therefore not mentioned, except in parenthetical references to 
the corresponding finite-state-space result. The letter E shall denote expectation. 
Throughout, the language of stochastic processes will be used, rather than 
that of transformations and partitions. This may be of expository value for the 
Probabilist, even when he only wants to acquaint himself with Ornstein’s 
original results. 
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II. THE OSCULATING DISTANCE 
PROPOSITION 1. For any pair px, ~7 of distributions, the7e exists a joint 
distribution CL* with the following properties: 
(1) The marginals of ,u* are px and ~7; 
(2) Among all p with these marginals, pc minimizes P(S f  I’), and the 
minimum is half the total variation of the signed measure px - ~7, 
Proof. Let (A, B) be the Jordan decomposition of the state space R for 
h-k. On A, ry- c~x is a positive measure. Let D be the diagonal of 
R x R, and D, , DB the diagonals of A x A and B x B, respectively. I f  TV is a 
distribution on R x R with marginals px and pr, then 
r(D,) G ~“6’2 x 4 = cl&J) 
and 
r(D,) d CL@ x B) = rdJ9 
Therefore, p(D) = p(DA) + p(Ds) < p,(A) + py(B). Equality is attained by 
defining EL* on A x A as the lifting of px to D, , and CL* on B x B as the lifting 
of pLu to DB . This forces p*(A x B) = 0. This defines p* everywhere, except 
on B x A. Now, on B x A, 
the marginal c~x forces p*(B x A) = px(B) - p7(B) 
and 
the marginal pLr forces p*(B x A) = py(A) - ~~(“1). 
These two equations are compatible, since the quantities on the right are each 
one-half of the total variation of pu - pcLx . We can therefore define p* on B x A 
as the number &(A) - &A))-l times the product of px - p*y restricted to B 
and py - c~x restricted to A. Since P(X # Y) = p*(R x R - D) = 
p*(B x A), the value stated in the lemma is achieved. Since, in doing this, we 
gave p(D) the largest possible value compatible with the marginals, P(X # I’) 
achieves its minimul for CL*. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITIONS. The joint distribution constructed in the proof of the lemma 
is the osculating product of pr and py . The value of P(X # Y) achieved by the 
osculating product is the osculating distance of Xand Y. We denote it by 6(X, Y). 
So, W-, Y) = t I rr - rx I (R). 
These definitions apply whenever X and Y have the same state space R. 
Letting R be a space of sequences, one could define an osculating distance 
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between stochastic processes; however, if the processes are ergodic and different, 
their distributions are mutually orthogonal, and the total variation of their 
difference is 2, yielding 6 = 1. 
A more useful application of the freedom to choose the state space arises when 
R is a space of pairs R = R, s R, . For a pair-valued random variable _ri m= 
(AVi , Xa), one may measure the dependence between X1 and X, by evaluating 
the osculating distance between X and an a pair (1; , Ys) whose components are 
independent, while each shares with the corresponding Xi its (marginal) 
distribution. We denote it by l(lV1 , Xa) and it is the minimum of P(,Vr + 1; or 
x2 + Ya) taken over all distributions of (X1 , Xa , 1-i , Ya) that induce on 
(X, , -X2) the given distribution, and on (Yi , Yz) the product of the marginals 
of the given distribution. It vanishes exactly when X1 and Xa are independent. 
Now, it is often called for to minimize that probability under the constraint 
P(X, = ‘I;) = I. This amounts to minimizing P(Xz + 1-a) over all distribu- 
tions of (Xi , S, , I;) that distribute (X1, Xa) as given, Yf  as X, , and (-Jr;, I’,) 
independently. Denote the minimum temporarily by 6,(X1 , Xa). Since a con- 
straint has been added, 6,(X, , Xa) > J(,7i; , Xa). We shall see that actually 
they are equal. First, we osculate conditionally: For t E R, let g(t) be the oscu- 
lating distance between the (marginal) distribution of Xa , and (an appro- 
priately chosen version of) the conditional distribution of X, , given X1 = t. 
We denote the random variable g(X,) by S(X, , S, 1 X1). 
LEMMA 2. 1(X1 ) X2) = S,(X, ) X2) = E[S(X* , x, 1 Xl)]. 
Proof. We denote the three quantities by 1, 6, , and E for short. We already 
know 8, > 1. We shall show E > 6, and E = 1. 
(1) Let p(t) be the osculating product between the distribution of Xa , 
and the conditional distribution of X, , given Xi = t. I f  (X, , Ya) are distributed 
according to p(t), we obtain P(Xz + I’,) = g(t). Now, let (X, , Xa , Ya) be 
distributed as follows: X, is as given, and conditional, given X, = t, (X, , Ya) is 
p(t). For this distribution P(X, # Ya) = E[g(Xl)] = E. Since this distribution 
is a contender for the minimum in the definition of 6,) we have E > 6, . 
(2) By representing the distributions as densities with respect to some 
fixed measure, it is easily seen that the Jordan decomposition of R x R for 
PX,,X, - PX,PX! induces for each fixed X, the Jordan decomposition of R for 
px, - px,~x, . The total variation of the former is therefore the expectation of 
the total variation of the latter. The statement of the lemma now follows from 
Proposition 1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. (a) If  1(X, , X,) < E, then P(S(X, , X, ( Xl) > A’*) < AZ; 
and (b) if P(S(X, , X2 j X,) > c) < E, then 1(X, , X2) < 2~. 
(The premise of (a) is denoted in [3] by X, ‘1 X2 . The premise of (b) is 
denoted by X, _L’ Xa , and called “X1 and X2 are c-independent.“) 
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I f  one of the variables is replaced by a function of it, one would expect no 
increase in the degree of dependence: 
LEMMA 3. If f is measurable, 
Proof. Every distribution of (X i , X2 , 1; , 1-e) competing for the minimum 
of P(,u, f  k; or X2 # Ya) in evaluating the right-hand term induces on 
(X, , f (X2), Yi , f (Ye)) one of the contenders for the minimum of P(Xl f  Yl 
or f (X2) f  f (Ys)) for the left-hand term. Since (X, # Ya} r) {f (X2) f f ( IT*);)), 
the statement of the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
III. THE INFORMATION NUMBERS 
I f  the measure pLr is zero for every null-set of px, the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative g = aY/aX is defined on the state space R as a nonnegative, finite, 
real-valued function. Denoting the random variable g(X) - 1 by T, one can 
easily establish E[T] = 0 and 
E[T+] = --E[T-] = frE[I T I] = 6(X, I’). 
In statistics, another functional of T is often used for measuring how different 
py is from px . It is known as the K&back-Leibler information number [3], and is 
defined as E(--logg(X)). We shall denote it by d(X, Y). Unlike 6(X, Y), it is 
not symmetric. Using E[T] = 0, we obtain d(X, Y) = E[s(T)], where s denotes 
the function defined for - 1 < t < co by s(t) = t - log(1 + t). This is a 
convex function, vanishing at t = 0 and positive elsewhere. .4 is therefore 
nonnegative, and possibly infinite. When A is not defined, we extend the defini- 
tion and say it is infinite. 
LEMMA 4. A(X, Y) 2 (6(X, Y))‘. 
Proof. Applying Jensen’s inequality twice, we obtain 
JQ(T+)I 3 s(-W+l) = @(X, Y)) 
and 
E[s(T-)] > s(E[T-1) = s( --6(X, Y)). 
Since s(O) = 0, adding the inequalities yields 
0(X, Y) = E[s(T)] Z @(X, Y)) + s(--6(X, Y)) 
= -log(l - (6(X, Y))‘) > (6(X, Y))“. 
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Remark. E[s(T-)], and hence A, may be infinite, no matter how small 6. 
Like the osculating distance, A can also be applied to a pair of pairs of random 
variables, and applying it to (X, , X,) and (Y1 , Ya), where Yi has the same 
distribution as Xi and the I’< are independent, yields a measure of dependence. 
In view of the extended definition, A((X, , X,), (X1 x XJ) is always defined, 
though possibly infinite. It coincides with Shannon’s [q mutual information 
number 1(X, , X2) (and if the variables have finite entropies, 
I(X, ) X2) = H(Xl) + H(X,) - H(X, , X,) = H(X,) - H(X, 1 X2) 
= H(X,) - H(X, 1 Xl)). 
The relation between I and e-independence is established by 
LEMMA 5. If I(Xl , X2) < E, then 1(X1 , X2) < @, and 
P(S(X, , x2 1 Xl) > G/4) < <l/4. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 4 to obtain the first inequality. Then apply the corol- 
lary of Lemma 2 to the first inequality to obtain the second. (Inequalities of this 
form, but with E depending on the number of atoms, were obtained by Ornstein 
[4] for variables with values in a finite set. Smorodinsky generalized them to 
countably many atoms [7].) 
Both 1(X, , Xa) and 1(X1 , X,) are defined even when X1 and X, do not share 
the same state space. If  {Yi} is a stationary stochastic process, we may let X1 be 
the sequence-valued random variable { I~-, ,..., Y-, , Y-,} and X, the variable 
Y,, . Both 1(X1, Xa) and 1(X,, X,) are then well defined. Their least upper 
bounds, as k--f co, we denote, respectively, by 6, and I, . Both indicate how 
far.{Yi} is from being a sequence of independent variables (if the Yi have finite 
entropies, the entropy H, is defined, and I, = H(Y,,) - H, , but I, is often 
finite when H( Y,) and H, , the “entropy of the partition” and the “entropy of 
the shift relative to the partition,” are both infinite). I f  lr < E, Lemma 5 
asserts that S(Y, , Y,, / past) exceeds E ii1 with probability less than e1/4 (i.e., 
“{ Yi} is an Gi4-independent process”). 
For three variables R, S, T we denote by I((R, S) 1 T) the (random) value 
of I(R, S) obtained after conditioning (R, S) on T. 
The following can be shown to follow from the definitions: 
LEMMA 6. 
I@, (S, T)) - I@, T) = I($ (K T)) - I($ T) = -W((R S) I T)] 2 0. 
COROLLARY. 
(a) I@, T) <I@, (S, TN < WC S) + W, 9, T). 
Applying (a) repeatedly, we obtain for a stationary process, 
(b) I((X-, ,..., X0), (X, ,..., X,)) < nI, for a21 k. 
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IV. OSCULATING WHEN ONE PROCESS IS INDEPENDENT 
When {Yj) and {ZJ are two different stationary ergodic processes, we have 
seen that 
P({ k’<l + {Z,}) = P( Eri f  Zi for at least one i) = 1, 
no matter how we “put the processes together,” and therefore S((Yi), {Z,}) = 1. 
Since P(Yi # Zi for some i, 1 d i < n) 3 SUPI<i<” P(Ea f 4) 2 
(l/n) C: P(Y, # Z,), minimizing the second or third term of this inequality 
may yield a useful concept, in such a case where 6 yields 1. Here is a case where 
this can easily be done. 
If  both {Yi} and {Zi} are independent sequences, on the same state space, 
then letting each pair be distributed according to their osculating product, and 
then putting all the pairs together independently, yields the right marginals, 
and the common value of all P(X, # Y,), and hence of their supremum, becomes 
6(X,, , YJ. Clearly, this is the minimum. A variant of this result holds when only 
one of the processes is independent: 
LEMMA 7. If  {Zi} is a stationary sequence of independent variables, and {Yi> 
an arbitrary stationary process, there exists a pair-process {( Yi , Zi)], i = 1, 2,..., 
that has the given marginals, and P( Yi # ZJ < & + 6( Y,, , Z,). 
Proof. The pair process is defined by describing its transition probabilities. 
Assume the process has been defined for 1 < i < n - 1. Denote (Y1 ,..., Y,-l) 
and (Z, ,..., Z,-,) by YP and Z, . We shall describe the conditional distribution 
of (Y, , Z,), given ( YP , Z,). First, we introduce an auxiliary variable Yi . 
Given ( YP , Z,), let (Y, , Yi) be distributed according to the osculating product 
of the conditional distribution of Y, , given YP , with the (marginal) distribution 
of Y, (both determined by the given Y-process). Clearly, 
wn f y:, I YP,ZP) = vn, yn I YP) 
and 
P(Yn i YL) = I(Yn, YP), 
which, since the finite past is a function of the entire past, is at most 6, by 
Lemma 3. Now define Z, as follows: given Yk , let Z, be independent of 
(Yp , Z,), and let its conditional distribution, given YA , be such that the pair 
(YA , Z,) is distributed according to the osculating product of the (marginal) 
distributions of Y, and Z, . This yields P(YA # Z,) = S(Y,, , Z,,), and there- 
fore P(Yn # Z,) < P(Y, # YA) + P(Yi f  Z,) < 6, + S(Y, , Z,,). Q.E.D. 
(This includes Ornstein’s result that if (Z,} is an independent process with 
finite entropy, for every process {Y,} on the same (finite) state space, with 
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/ H, - Hz [ and S(I-,, , Z,,) both small, the processes can be “put together” 
so that P(Yn f: Z,) will be small uniformly in n. Here is a sketch of a proof: I f  
S(E6 , Z,) is small and the state space fixed and finite, H(YO) is close to H(Z,); 
therefore since I H, - Hz 1 is small, I, = H(Y,,) - H, is close to I, = 
H(Zo) - Hz 7 and the latter is zero by independence. So Ir is small, and since 
6, < (ly)lje, 6,- is also small. The preceding lemma does the rest.) 
COROLLARy. -Jny two stationary processes X and Y can be “put together” 
so that P(X, f  k’,) < 6, + 6, + w-0 , Yo). 
Proof. Let Z be the independent whose variables have the same (marginal) 
distributions as those of X. Let the conditional distribution of X, given Z, be 
such that P(X, f  Z,) < 6,. Since 6(X’, , Z,,) = 0, this is possible. Let the 
conditional distribution of Y, given Z, be such that P( Y, f  Z,) < 6, + S( YO , 
Z,). The statement follows by adding the inequalities. Q.E.D. 
This corollary implies that when 6, and 6, are small, the processes can be 
put together so that sup P(X, + Yi) does not exceed 6(X0, Y,) by much. 
V. THE d-METRIC. VERY ~‘EAKLY BERNOULLI PROCESSES 
In cases where no small bounds on 6 x ,a, are available, we set our sights lower 
and try to minimize (l/n) x-,” P(Xi # k;). 
DEFINITION. I f  X, ,..., X, and Y, ,.,., Y, are two given sequences of random 
variables on the same state space R, their n-block-osculating product is the 
distribution on R2n that minimizes (1 /n) C P(X, f  YJ among all distributions 
of (X, )...) X, , Yr ,..., Y,) that are compatible with the given distributions of 
each of the two sequences. The minimum achieved is denoted a,@, Y). 
Using the fact that nd,, is superadditive under stringing of sequences, it is 
easily seen that for stationary {Xi} and {I:)., It, converges to supn a, , which is 
denoted ci(X, Y). (Th’ is is just a restatement of Ornstein’s definitions, omitting 
the restriction to finite state spaces.) 
As in the case of 6, we can apply a, to the case where X has the distribution 
of an n-block from a stationary sequence, and Y is distributed according to the 
conditional distribution of such a block, given the past (no distinction between 
“the past” and “the past blocks” is necessary). The resulting number is a 
random variable, and its expectation E[&(X(“), (X(n) 1 X,,,,))] = &,,r is a 
measure of block-dependence of the given process. 
DEFINITION. I f  a,,, + 0, we call the process very weakly Bernoulli. 
(For processes with finite state space, Ornstein proves that for every very 
weakly Bernoulli process X and every E, there exist 6 .and n, such that every 
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process I- with j H, - H, 1 < S and 8((X1 ,..., -X,), ( Y1 ,..., Yr)) < 6 also 
fulfills a(XV? Y) < E. This is the content of the statement “very weakly Bernoulli 
processes are finitely determined.” In the present context, the entropies gene- 
rally will not be finite. However, examining Ornstein’s proof, one can see that 
the entropies are used only to establish one fact. We isolate this fact, and prove it 
after replacing the “closeness of entropies” condition by appropriate conditions 
on information numbers.) We denote blocks of variables (S,7 ,..., Xt) by Xsf. 
LEMhIA 8. For every stationarJ1 process S and numbers n and E :> 0, there 
exist [ and k such that ifapvocess I’fulfills (1) / I, - I,y 1 < 6 and (2) 1 I( I’,$+~, I’~) 
- I(X;-‘, XJ < E, then P[l((Yln, Y:,;) ! YOl;+l) > <] < E for M > k. 
Proof. By stationarity I((&, ,..., X,-i), XrJ = I((X-, ,..., Xi), X,,), and the 
latter is nondecreasing and converges to I.x . 
For k > 0, to be chosen later, there is a k = k([, X) such that for m > K, 
1, - 1(X:-‘, X,,,) < 5. This, with (I) and (2) implies I, - I(Y,“-‘, I’,,,) < 3[. 
By Lemma 6, this means 
E[Wl , ~-2) I Pm+,)1 -=c 3t for 41 > m > k. 
By Corollary (b) of Lemma 6, this implies 
EL4 1; n, YIL) 1 Ytk+J] < 3n( for M > k, 
and 
P[I(( k;“, 1’7L) / Y!k+l)] > (3nE)*‘“) < (3n5)“3. 
So, by Lemma 5, 
PM Yl”, Y-h) 1 I’Ok+,) > (3nQ1’3] < (3n#“, 
and the statement of the lemma follows by choosing 4 = c3/3n. Q.E.D. 
Remark. One could achieve the inequality of the preceding lemma for any 
single process Y by choosing k large enough. The crucial value of the lemma lies 
in k depending on n, X, and E, but not on I’. 
Motivated by this lemma, we generalize Ornstein’s definition of finitely 
determined processes to general state space as follows: 
DEFINITION. A stationary process X is finite47 determined if I, < co, and for 
every E, there are n, k, and 7, such that for every process Y, (1) j I, - 1, I < 7; 
(2) 11(X:-‘, X,) - I(Yt-‘, YJ < 7; and (3) 6(X’& , E’Tp) < 7 imply d(X, Y) 
< E. 
(For processes on a finite state space, (3), with an appropriately reduced 7, 
implies both (2) and closeness of the “zero-time-partition entropies.” The latter, 
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together with closeness of the entropies of the processes, implies (1). Therefore, 
for finite state spaces this definition reduces to Ornstein’s.) 
THEOREIVI I. A process X that is very weakly Bernoulli, and has finite Ix , is 
j%itely determined. 
Proof. Since the only elements in which our proof differs from Ornstein’s 
are contained in Lemmas 7 and 8, we present here only a logical skeleton of the 
proof. 
Let E > 0 be given. Use very weak Bernoulli to find an N such that dNEN.x < E. 
We shall try to force a similar inequality, with a more generous E, but with the 
same N, simultaneously on all processes Y that are close to X in the sense of 
conditions (l), (2), (3), by choosing 17 and k appropriately. 
This will be achieved in two steps. First, choose 5 and k so that Lemma 8 will 
yield P[l(( YIN, Y-‘ -3 I Pk,l) > %I < 3 . I f  l 1 = Ed is sufficiently small, 
this implies 
a N,Y - qJNu-lN, (hN I E+J)l < E. 
Next, choose 5 so that S(Xflk , YT,) < 5 implies 
1 E[aN( E;“, (I’lN 1 y%+,))] - E[;t,(;k;N, (xlN 1 x”,+l)>lI < E. 
Combining the two steps, with q = min([, [), yields 
dN,Y d E[;E,(J71N, Pi” I YL+,))l + E < a,,, + 2 < 35 
for every Y that fulfills (l), (2), and (3). 
For the next step consider the “blocked” processes X = (..., XIN, XsT1 , ...) 
and P = (..., YIN, Yi:,, ...). 
Now, inspecting Lemma 7 and its corollary, one can easily see that a similar 
result holds for block-processes, with 8, , 6,) and 6(X,, Y,) replaced by 
a N,X 7 a,,, , and JN(XIN, YIN), P res ectively; in the proof one simply replaces 
“osculating” by “N-block-osculating” throughout. Applying this modified 
lemma, we obtain 
(w) 2 p(xiN+j i YiN+j) < aN,N.x + aN.Y + a(xlN9 YIN) < e + h + 17 
j=l 
for all i. 
This inequality implies the same upper bound for &(X, Y), &N(X, Y).... and 
hence for their limit a(X, Y). Q.E.D. 
VI. MIXING MARKOV PROCESSES 
The proof that mixing (m-step) Markov processes are very weakly Bernoulli 
can be taken over word for word from the finite-state-space case. 
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Here is an outline: 
Mixing implies that two strings of fixed lengths are c-independent if they are 
sufficiently far apart. The m-step Markov property implies that two arbitrarily 
long strings are e-independent whenever the m last variables in the first string 
are e-independent of the m first variables in the second string. So, for a mixing 
Markov process, arbitrarily long strings are c-independent if they are sufficiently 
far apart. This implies the very weakly Bernoulli condition. 
We therefore have the following: 
THEOREM II. If X is a mixing Markov process, and ISx < CO, X is $nitely 
determined. 
Now (like in the case of finite state spaces), we have 
THEOREM III. The class of (m-step) Markov processes is d-dense in the class 
of jinitetv determined processes. 
Proof. Let X be finitely determined, and E > 0. Let n, k, and 7 be as in the 
definition of finitely determined. Since Ix = supi I(Xi-‘, Xi) < co, we can find 
j such that I, - I(Xi-‘, Xj) < 7. Now, for some m > j, n fk, let AZ be the 
m-step Markov process that has the same distribution of m + l-blocks as X. 
Since I.,, = I(MOm-‘, fil,,,) = 1(X:-‘, X,J, X being finitely determined implies 
d(S, M) < E. Q.E.D. 
However, in distinction from the finite state space case, the class of finitely 
determined processes is not a closed. 
C‘OUNTEREMMPLE. Let X be a stationary independent process with positive 
integer values, such that xk P(X, = k) log P(X, = k) = --cc, and let I’ be the 
(one step) Markov process defined by Yi = (Xi , Xi+,). Here I, = I(Xj , Xi) = 
co, so Y is not finitely determined. But the process YcK) == (Max(K, X,), 
bIax(K, X,+i)) is a finite state mixing Markov process, hence finitely deter- 
mined, and a(Y’K), II) < 2d(X, Max(X, K)), which is arbitrarily small for 
sufficiently large K. 
In view of such examples, a natural class of processes appears to be the d 
closure of the finitely determined processes. 
VII. ISOMORPHISM TO GENERALIZED BERNOULLI SHIFTS 
By adapting further tools from the discrete theory, such as gadgets and 
McMillan’s theorem, isomorphism may become a directly accessible result. At 
present we can obtain a mixing condition directly, and an isomorphism theorem 
by applying finite partitions to the state space. The thought that such a result 
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might be atainable arose through repeated discussions of the subject with Donald 
Ornstein. 
First we go as far as possible without finite approximations: 
PROPOSITION 9. I f  X is finitely determined, it is ergodic. 
Proof. I f  S is not ergodic, there exists a shift invariant event A whose 
probability is neither zero nor core. Since such an event is not independent of 
itself, it is not independent of X, and therefore by conditioning X on .-I and on 
its complement --lc, two different stationary processes, say, I-’ and I-“, are 
obtained. Let 01 > 0 be the d distance between them. Now consider an auxiliary 
process K that is a stationary Markov process taking on the values 0 and I with 
(unconditional) probability P(d’) and P(A), respectively. Assume E-l, I”, and 
K independent of each other, and put 
z = k-1-1 + (I - K) 1”. 
I f  we let the transition matrix of K approach the unit matrix, which is possible 
without violating the given stationary distribution of K, it is easily seen that 1, 
approaches I, , and the finite joint distributions of 2 approach those of S, 
while a(Z, X) approaches 2P(A) P(&) a > 0, so X is not finitely setermined. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 10. If S is finitely determined, it is weakly mi.ving. 
Proof. I f  X is finitely determined, so is its product with itself. So the latter 
is ergodic by Proposition 9. Hence X is weakly mixing. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM I\-. Every process in the d closure of the set of finitely determined 
processes is isomorphic to a generalized Bernoulli Shift. 
Proof. Let X be a finitely determined process, one in a sequence of processes 
whose ;I limit is the given process. Let M be an m step Markov approximation 
to X, as in the proof of Theorem III. Clearly M inherits from X its ergodicity, 
and, since S is weakly mixing by Proposition 10, M cannot have a cycle. Now 
let B be the process obtained by forming overlapping blocks of length m from the 
variables of $2, that is, let B,. = (n/r,, Mktl ,..., Al,+,+,). The process B is a 
(one step) Markov process. Now consider the mth order transition function of B. 
It is the conditional distribution of m consecutive variables of M, given the pre- 
vious m variables. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of this density with respect 
to the unconditional distribution of an m-block in M appears as the argument of 
the log in the definition of the information number for two adjoining m-blocks 
of M. The finiteness of this information number, which follows from X being 
finitely determined by the corollary to Lemma 6, implies that the mth-order 
transition measures of B are absolutely continuous with respect to its stationary 
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distribution. By a classical result of Doob [I], B can fail to have a trivial tail 
field only by the state space being decomposable, or B having a cycle. The first 
is ruled out by M being ergodic, the second by M having no cycles. Therefore B 
has a trivial tail field, and the same tail field is shared by A3 itself. So AI is a 
mixing m-step Markov process, and as in the beginning of Section VI, arbitrarily 
long strings of 122 are c-independent, provided they are sufficiently many indices 
apart (in Ornstein’s terms “111 is weakly Bernoulli”). 
Now let f  be a (measurable) function from the state space R to a finite set. 
The weak Bernoulli property of Mis inherited by the processf(M), by Lemma 3. 
Further, since d can only decrease when a function is applied to two processes, 
f(M) approximatesf(S) at least as well as M approximates >Y, andf(aY) appro- 
ximates the composition offwith the original given process at least as well as the 
latter is approximated by .I*. The given process therefore has the property that 
any process arising from it by applying a finite-valued function to its states can 
be apporximated arbitrarily well by a weak Bernoulli process. Ornstein has 
shown that this implies that the given process is isomorphic to a sequence of 
independent discrete random variables, possibly of infinite entropy. QED. 
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,Vote added in proof. .?\fter this paper was accepted for publication by a different 
journal, some related work has been published: Gray et al. [9] formulated a different 
generalization of d to uncountable state spaces, and applied it to coding theory. Their 
concept is based on a definition of Wasserstein [ll], and is based on a metric on the 
state space. Their definition overlaps with ours precisely in the case of Ornstein’s original 
d for discrete state space. 
Berbee [8] quotes from Sections II and IV of this paper in preprint form, and gives a 
reference to earlier related work by Silvey [IO]. 
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